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We calculate the branching ratio and angular distributions of hydrogen of the
bound–state β−–decay of the neutron, induced by left–handed and right–handed
hadronic and leptonic currents. The branching ratio of the bound–state β−–decay
is calculated by taking into account radiative corrections. We show that the bound-
state β−–decay can be hardly a good laboratory for experimental investigations of
electroweak models with left–right symmetries.
PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 13.15.+g, 23.40.Bw, 26.65.+t
I. INTRODUCTION
In Ref. [1] the bound-state β−–decay of the neutron n → H + ν¯e, where H is hydrogen,
has been revised by taking into account the new value of the axial coupling constant λ =
−1.2750(9) [2, 3] as well as new effective scalar and tensor weak lepton–nucleon interactions.
The amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, calculated in the rest frame
of the neutron in the non–relativistic approximation for the proton, including radiative
corrections by virtual one–γ, W and Z–boson exchanges as well as QCD corrections [4–12],
is given by [3]
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) = − 2mn GF√
2
Vud
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(CV + C¯V γ
5)vν¯e]
(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
−[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (C¯A + CAγ5)vν¯e]
(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
+ [ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(CS + C¯Sγ
5)vν¯e]
+[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (C¯T + CTγ5)vν¯e ]−
α
2π
gF (Ee) [ϕ
†
pϕn][u¯e (1− γ5)vν¯e]
+
α
2π
λ gF (Ee)[ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (1− γ5)vν¯e ]
}
, (1)
where the coupling constants Cj and C¯j for j = V , A, S and T describe effective weak
interactions [13–15], which may be induced by left–handed and right–handed hadronic and
leptonic currents (see also [3]) caused by interactions beyond the Standard model (SM) such
as supersymmetric interactions [16] and so on. They are related to the coupling constants,
analogous to those which were introduced by Herczeg [17], as follows (see also Eq. (2) in
Appendix G of Ref. [3])
CV = 1 + a
h
LL + a
h
LR + a
h
RR + a
h
RL,
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2C¯V = −1− ahLL − ahLR + ahRR + ahRL,
CA = −λ + ahLL − ahLR + ahRR − ahRL,
C¯A = λ− ahLL + ahLR + ahRR − ahRL,
CS = A
h
LL + A
h
LR + A
h
RR + A
h
RL,
C¯S = −AhLL − AhLR + AhRR + AhRL,
CT = 2(α
h
LL + α
h
RR),
C¯T = 2(−αhLL + αhRR), (2)
where the index h means that the coupling constants are introduced at the hadronic level [3]
but not at the quark level as it was done by Herczeg [17]. In addition, in comparison with
Herczeg [17] we have taken away the common factor GFVud/
√
2 and defined the coupling
constants ahLL and a
h
LR as deviations from the coupling constants of the SM.
1 The SM weak
interactions are defined by coupling constants CV = −C¯V = 1, CA = −C¯A = −λ and
CS = C¯S = CT = C¯T = 0. The functions fβ−c (Ee, µ) and gF (Ee) in Eq. (1) are equal to [3]
fβ−c (Ee, µ) =
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 11
8
+ ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+ CWZ ,
gF (Ee) =
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
, (3)
where mp andme are the proton and electron masses, µ is a finite-photon mass regularisation
parameter for the regularisation of infrared divergences in virtual one–photon exchanges [4–
12] (see also [3]), α = 1/137.036 is the fine–structure constant [18], β =
√
E2e −m2e/Ee is the
electron velocity and L(2β/(1 + β)) is the Spence function [19] (see also [3]). The constant
CWZ = 10.249 is caused by electroweak boson exchanges and QCD corrections [4–12] (see
also Appendix D in Ref. [3]).
As has been pointed out in [20–22] (see also [3]), the contributions of interactions beyond
the SM from the coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR can be absorbed by a redefined axial
coupling constant λeff and CKM matrix element (Vud)eff [3], i.e.
λ→ λeff = λ− a
h
LL + a
h
LR
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
,
Vud → (Vud)eff = Vud (1 + ahLL + ahLR). (4)
As has been shown in [3] the axial coupling constant λeff is real at the level of order 10
−4.
After such a redefinition the phenomenological coupling constants Cj and C¯j for j = V , A,
S and T become
CV,eff = 1 +
ahRR + a
h
RL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= 1 + a¯hRR + a¯
h
RL,
1 With respect to the definition of the coupling constants in the original paper [17] we have extracted the
common factorGFVud/
√
2 and replaced ah
LL
and ah
LR
by ah
LL
→ ah
LL
+(1−λ)/2 and ah
LR
→ ah
LR
+(1+λ)/2,
respectively, where the coupling constants ah
LL
and ah
LR
describe deviations from the coupling constants
of the SM.
3C¯V,eff = −1 + a
h
RR + a
h
RL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= −1 + a¯hRR + a¯hRL,
CA,eff = −λeff + a
h
RR − ahRL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= −λeff + a¯hRR − a¯hRL,
C¯A,eff = λeff +
ahRR − ahRL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= λeff + a¯
h
RR − a¯hRL,
CS,eff =
AhLL + A
h
LR + A
h
RR + A
h
RL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= A¯hLL + A¯
h
LR + A¯
h
RR + A¯
h
RL,
C¯S,eff =
−AhLL − AhLR + AhRR + AhRL
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= −A¯hLL − A¯hLR + A¯hRR + A¯hRL,
CT,eff = 2
αhLL + α
h
RR
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= 2 (α¯hLL + α¯
h
RR),
C¯T,eff = 2
−αhLL + αhRR
1 + ahLL + a
h
LR
= 2 (−α¯hLL + α¯hRR). (5)
Since the velocity of the electron in the hydrogen bound state with principal number n is
equal to β = α/n, we take the non-relativistic limit for the electron Dirac spinor in the
calculation of the bound-state β−–decay of the neutron.
II. BOUND–STATE β−–DECAY OF NEUTRON AND LEFT–HANDED
NEUTRINOS
For the calculation of the amplitude of the bound–state β−–decay we use the following
Dirac wave function for the antineutrino
vν¯e =
√
E
(
(~σ · ~n )χν¯e
χν¯e
)
, (6)
where ~n = ~k/E and normalisation equals v†ν¯evν¯e = 2E. For the right–handed polarisation
states of antineutrinos, corresponding to the left–handed polarisation states of neutrinos, the
Pauli wave function χν¯e obeys the equation (~σ·~n )χν¯e = −χν¯e2. If the axis of the antineutrino–
spin quantisation is inclined relative to the axis of the neutron–spin quantisation with a polar
angle ϑ, the Pauli wave function χν¯e is given by [1]
χν¯e =

 −e−iϕ sin
ϑ
2
cos
ϑ
2

 , (7)
where ϕ is an azimuthal angle. Keeping the leading order contributions in the α–expansion of
the amplitude Eq. (1) and following [1], we obtain the amplitude of the transition n→ H+ν¯e,
2 The Dirac wave function of antineutrinos in the right–handed polarisation state is equal to uν¯e = Cv¯
T
ν¯e
or
vν¯e = Cu¯
T
ν¯e
, where C = iγ0γ2 and T is a transposition [23]. The wave function uν¯e = Cv¯
T
ν¯e
is a column
matrix function with elements
√
E (ϕν¯e , (~σ · ~n )ϕν¯e), where the Pauli spinor wave function ϕν¯e is equal to
ϕν¯e = −iσ2χ∗ν¯e and obeys the equation (~σ · ~n )ϕν¯e = +ϕν¯e [23].
4where hydrogen is in the hyperfine (ns)F state with hyperfine spin F , in the form
M(n→ H + ν¯e)rhps = GF (Vud)eff
√
2mn2EH2E
(
1 +
α
2π
(fβ−c − 1)
)
×
{
(1 + gS) [ϕ
†
pϕn] [ϕ
†
eχν¯e ] + (λeff + gT ) [ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [ϕ†e~σ χν¯e ]
}
ψ∗(ns)F (0), (8)
where the abbreviation “rhps” means the right–handed polarisation state. Then, ϕj for j =
p, n, e and χν¯e are Pauli spinorial functions of the proton, neutron, electron and antineutrino,
respectively. The term (−α/2π) is the contribution of those terms in Eq. (1), which are
proportional to (α/2π) gF (Ee). Furthermore, (fβ−c − 1) and the effective coupling constants
gS and gT are given by
fβ−c − 1 =
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 27
8
+ CWZ , (9)
and
gS =
1
2
(
(CS,eff − C¯S,eff) + (CV,eff − 1)− (C¯V,eff + 1)
)
= A¯hLL + A¯
h
LR,
gT =
1
2
(
(CT,eff − C¯T,eff)− (CA,eff + λeff) + (C¯A,eff − λeff)
)
= 2α¯hLL. (10)
Note that the right–handed leptonic currents with the left- and right–handed hadronic cur-
rents do not contribute to the effective coupling constants gS and gT .
As has been shown in [3], the effective coupling constant λeff is real with an accuracy
better than 10−4. Following [1] and keeping only the linear terms in the expansion in powers
of gS and gT we obtain the branching ratio of the bound-state β
−–decay of the neutron
Rβ−
b
=
(
1 +
2
1 + 3λ2eff
Re(gS + 3λeffgT )−
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
bF
)
RSM, (11)
where 〈me/Ee〉SM = 0.6556, averaged over the electron–energy density spectrum of the
neutron β−–decay [3]. The Fierz term bF , defined to linear approximation with respect to
the Herczeg coupling constants [3], is given by
bF =
1
1 + 3λ2eff
Re
(
(CS,eff − C¯S,eff) + 3λeff(CT,eff − C¯T,eff)
)
=
2
1 + 3λ2eff
Re
(
gS + 3λeffgT
)
.(12)
Hence, we may write the branching ratio R in the form
Rβ−
b
=
(
1 +
(
1−
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
bF
)
RSM. (13)
As has been pointed out in [3], the Fierz term can be measured from the experimental data on
the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee) of correlations between the neutron spin and the electron
3–momentum and the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) (see also [24]), related to correlations
between the 3–momenta of the proton and electron. The branching ratio RSM, calculated in
the SM, is equal to
RSM = 2πα
3ζ(3)
(
1 +
α
π
(fβ−c − 1)
) mp +me
mn
E2
m2efn
√
1 +
E2
(mp +me)2
= 3.905× 10−6.(14)
5where ζ(3) = 1.202, E = (m2n − (mp + me)2)/2mn = 0.782MeV and fn = 1.755 are the
Riemann zeta function [19], the antineutrino energy and the phase–space factor of the neu-
tron β−–decay rate, including the contributions of the corrections, caused by the “weak
magnetism” and the proton recoil as well as radiative corrections [3], respectively.
The contributions of different spinorial states to the helicity amplitudes of the bound-state
β−–decay as functions of the angles ϑ and ϕ are given in Table I.
σn σp σe σν¯e f
+12 +
1
2 −12 +12 (1 + gS − λeff − gT ) cos ϑ2
+12 +
1
2 +
1
2 +
1
2 −(1 + gS + λeff + gT ) e−iϕ sin ϑ2
+12 −12 −12 +12 0
+12 −12 +12 +12 2(λeff + gT ) cos ϑ2
−12 +12 −12 +12 −2(λeff + gT ) e−iϕ sin ϑ2
−12 +12 +12 +12 0
−12 −12 −12 +12 (1 + gS + λeff + gT ) cos ϑ2
−12 −12 +12 +12 −(1 + gS − λeff − gT ) e−iϕ sin ϑ2
TABLE I: The contributions of different spinorial states of the interacting particles to the ampli-
tudes of the bound-state β−–decay of the neutron and the antineutrino in the state with the wave
function Eq. (7); f is defined by f = (1 + gS)[ϕ
†
eχν¯e ][ϕ
†
pϕn] + (λeff + gT )[ϕ
†
e~σ χν¯e ] · [ϕ†p~σ ϕn].
Following [1] we define the angular distributions of the production of hydrogen in the
hyperfine states with F = 0 and F = 1 in the bound-state β−–decay of the polarised
neutron
4π
dW
(±)
F=0(θ)
dΩ
=
(1
8
(1− 3λeff)2
1 + 3λ2eff
+
3
4
(1 + λeff)(1− 3λeff)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
2
Re(λeff gS − gT )
)
(1∓ cos θ),
4π
dW
(±)
F=1(θ)
dΩ
=
(3
8
(1 + λeff)
2
1 + 3λ2eff
− 3
4
(1 + λeff)(1− 3λeff)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
2
Re(λeff gS − gT )
)(
1± 1
3
cos θ
)
.
(15)
The upper indices (±) in W (±)F correspond to the neutron polarisation, θ = π−ϑ is an angle
between the neutron polarisation and the 3–momentum of hydrogen.
From Table I we define the angular distributions of the probabilities W
(±)
1 (θ), W
(±)
2 (θ),
W
(±)
3 (θ) and W
(±)
4 (θ) of the neutron decay into the bound (pe
−) spinorial states |+1/2〉p|+
1/2〉e, | + 1/2〉p| − 1/2〉e, | − 1/2〉p| + 1/2〉e and | − 1/2〉p| − 1/2〉e (see [25]), respectively.
For the neutron spin polarisation σn = +1/2 the angular distributions of the probabilities
W
(+)
1 (θ), W
(+)
2 (θ), W
(+)
3 (θ) and W
(+)
4 (θ) are equal to
4π
dW
(+)
1 (θ)
dΩ
=
(1
2
(1 + λeff)
2
1 + 3λ2eff
− (1 + λeff)(1− 3λeff)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
2
Re(λeff gS − gT )
)
(1 + cos θ),
4π
dW
(+)
2 (θ)
dΩ
=
(1
2
(1− λeff)2
1 + 3λ2eff
+
(1− λeff)(1 + 3λeff)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
2
Re(λeff gS − gT )
)
(1− cos θ),
4π
dW
(+)
3 (θ)
dΩ
=
( 2λ2eff
1 + 3λ2eff
− 4λeff
(1 + 3λ2eff)
2
Re(λeff gS − gT )
)
(1− cos θ),
64π
dW
(+)
4 (θ)
dΩ
= 0. (16)
For the neutron spin polarisation σn = −1/2 the angular distributions of the probabilities
W
(−)
1 (θ), W
(−)
2 (θ), W
(−)
3 (θ) and W
(−)
4 (θ) are
dW
(−)
1 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
4 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
2 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
3 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
3 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
2 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
4 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
1 (π − θ)
dΩ
. (17)
In comparison with [1] we have expanded the angular distributions in powers of the Fierz
term bF and have kept only the linear contributions. As result, we have obtained that
the bound–state β−–decay of a free neutron is sensitive to the effective coupling constant
Re(λeff gS − gT ) only, which contains no information about the right–handed leptonic cur-
rents.
III. BOUND–STATE β−–DECAY OF NEUTRON AND RIGHT–HANDED
NEUTRINOS
The absence of contributions of right–handed leptonic currents in the probabilities of the
bound–state β−–decay, calculated in section II, is not a surprise, because we have used there
the wave functions of antineutrinos in the right–handed polarisation state, corresponding to
the left–handed polarisation state of neutrinos. Being multiplied by the projection operator
PR = (1 + γ
5)/2, appearing in the right–handed leptonic currents, the wave function of
antineutrinos vν¯e in the right–handed polarisation state with (~σ · ~n )χν¯e = −χν¯e gives a
vanishing contribution, i.e. PRvν¯e = 0.
In this section, we assume that antineutrinos can have also left–handed polarisation state
that is possible if antineutrinos (neutrinos) are massive. According to [18], a mass of the
electron neutrino (antineutrino) should not exceed a few eV. Since in the bound–state β−–
decay E = Qβ−c = 0.782MeV [1], one can neglect the antineutrino mass with respect to the
antineutrino energy E and use the Dirac wave function Eq. (6). However, the Pauli wave
function χν¯e of antineutrinos in the left–handed polarisation state should obey the equation
(~σ · ~n )χν¯e = +χν¯e3. If the axis of the antineutrino–spin quantisation is inclined relative to
the axis of the neutron–spin quantisation with a polar angle ϑ, the Pauli wave function χν¯e
is given by
χν¯e =

 cos
ϑ
2
e+iϕ sin
ϑ
2

 . (18)
3 The Dirac wave function of antineutrinos in the left–handed polarisation state is equal to uν¯e = Cv¯
T
ν¯e
,
where the Pauli spinor wave function ϕν¯e = −iσ2χ∗ν¯e obeys the equation (~σ · ~n )ϕν¯e = −ϕν¯e [23].
7The amplitude of the bound–state β−–decay of the neutron with antineutrinos in the left–
handed polarisation state is given by
M(n→ H+ ν¯e)lhps = GF (Vud)eff
√
2mn2EH2E
(
1 +
α
2π
(fβ−c − 1)
)
×
{
g¯S [ϕ
†
pϕn] [ϕ
†
eχν¯e ] + g¯T [ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [ϕ†e~σ χν¯e ]
}
ψ∗(ns)F (0), (19)
where the abbreviation “lhps” means the left–handed polarisation state. The coupling con-
stants g¯S and g¯T are equal to
g¯S =
1
2
(
(CS,eff + C¯S,eff) + (CV,eff + C¯V,eff)
)
= A¯hRR + A¯
h
RL + a¯
h
RR + a¯
h
RL,
g¯T =
1
2
(
(CT,eff + C¯T,eff)− (CA,eff + C¯A,eff)
)
= 2α¯hRR − a¯hRR + a¯hRL. (20)
One may see that the coupling constants g¯S and g¯T are defined in terms of the contribu-
tions of the right–handed leptonic currents and left(right)–handed hadronic currents only.
For the calculation of the amplitude Eq. (20) we have neglected contributions of order
(α/2π)2 ∼ 10−6, (α/2π)g¯S and (α/2π)g¯T . The coupling constants a¯hRR and a¯hRL can in
principle be induced by exchanges of electroweak W±R –bosons, causing effective low–energy
current–current interactions (V + A)leptonic(V + A)hadronic and (V + A)leptonic(V − A)hadronic
[26–28]. Of course, the contributions of these interactions can be screened by scalar and
tensor interactions with coupling constants A¯hRR, A¯
h
RL and 2α¯
h
RR.
The contributions of different spinorial states to the helicity amplitudes of the bound–
state β−–decay of the neutron with the antineutrino in the left–handed polarisation state
as functions of the angles ϑ and ϕ are given in Table II.
σn σp σe σν¯e f
+12 +
1
2 −12 −12 (g¯S − g¯T ) sin ϑ2 e iϕ
+12 +
1
2 +
1
2 −12 (g¯S + g¯T ) cos ϑ2
+12 −12 −12 −12 0
+12 −12 +12 −12 2g¯T sin ϑ2 eiϕ
−12 +12 −12 −12 2g¯T cos ϑ2
−12 +12 +12 −12 0
−12 −12 −12 −12 (g¯S + g¯T ) sin ϑ2 e iϕ
−12 −12 +12 −12 (g¯S − g¯T ) cos ϑ2
TABLE II: The contributions of different spinorial states of the interacting particles to the ampli-
tudes of the bound-state β−–decay of the neutron and the antineutrino in the state with the wave
function Eq. (19); f is defined by f = g¯S [ϕ
†
eχν¯e ][ϕ
†
pϕn] + g¯T [ϕ
†
e~σ χν¯e ] · [ϕ†p~σ ϕn].
Since the contributions of the left–handed polarisation state of antineutrinos to the an-
gular distributions dW
(±)
F (θ)/dΩ for F = 0, 1 are of order g¯
2
S, g¯
2
T , g¯S g¯T and can be screened
by the contributions of the right–handed polarisation state of antineutrinos, we may neglect
them. However, the angular distributions of the probabilities W
(±)
1 (θ), W
(±)
2 (θ), W
(±)
3 (θ)
and W
(±)
4 (θ) may be meaningful if the corresponding angular distributions, caused by the
8right–handed polarisation state of antineutrinos, vanish. From Table II we obtain
4π
dW
(+)
1 (θ)
dΩ
=
1
2
|g¯S + g¯T |2
1 + 3λ2eff
(1− cos θ),
4π
dW
(+)
2 (θ)
dΩ
=
1
2
|g¯S − g¯T |2
1 + 3λ2eff
(1 + cos θ),
4π
dW
(+)
3 (θ)
dΩ
=
2|g¯T |2
1 + 3λ2eff
(1 + cos θ),
4π
dW
(+)
4 (θ)
dΩ
= 0, (21)
and
dW
(−)
1 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
4 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
2 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
3 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
3 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
2 (π − θ)
dΩ
,
dW
(−)
4 (θ)
dΩ
=
dW
(+)
1 (π − θ)
dΩ
. (22)
The contributions of the left–handed polarisation state of the electron antineutrino are of the
second order in comparison with the contributions of the right–handed polarisation state.
This implies that the contributions of the left–handed polarisation state can be fully screened
by the contributions of the right–handed one.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have revised the bound-state β−–decay of the free neutron. For the calculation of
the branching ratio we have taken into account the contribution of radiative corrections and
analysed the dependence of the probabilities of the bound-state β−–decay on phenomenolog-
ical coupling constants [13–15, 17], describing the most general weak effective lepton–nucleon
interactions. We have found that to linear approximation with respect to Herczeg’s phe-
nomenological coupling constants, introduced at the hadronic level [3], these probabilities
depend only on the effective coupling constant Re(λeffgS−gT ), which carries no information
above weak interactions, caused by exchanges of electroweak bosons coupled to right–handed
leptonic and hadronic currents. This implies that the bound-state β−–decay is not a good
laboratory for experimental investigations of electroweak models with left–right symmetries,
as has previously been argued [25].
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